
Mark Hix – A Love of Art and Octopus
Hix was photographed exclusively for The Flux Review by Daniele Mah. 

Moxon Fishmongers supplied the Octopus, which later went from head to plate.

 

MarkMark Hix is frequently lauded as one of London's most eminent restaurateurs with an unrivalled knowledge of 
ingredients with provenance. He is an award-winning author and food writer with 12 cookbooks to his name. After 
17 years with Caprice Holdings, he left his Chef Director role in 2007 to open HIX Restaurants which spread across 
London's West End and City, as well as his native Dorset, until they closed in 2020 as a result of Covid-19.

HixHix opened The Oyster & Fish House in Lyme Regis in July 2020, as well as launching his HIX Oyster & Fish Truck 
in Morcombelake, selling wet fish and seafood from Lyme Bay Reserve fishermen. Hix received an MBE for his 
services to hospitality in the New Years' Honours list 2017.  

AsAs well as food, his other life-long passion is art. Hix's relationship with art started 20 years ago when he became 
friends with many of the YBAs and began collecting their work.  His restaurants were adorned with pieces by artists 
such as Damien Hirst, Sarah Lucas and Tracey Emin.  Hix continued to support artists by opening a gallery in the 
basement of his Tramshed restaurant showing work from both established and emerging artists.  

Were you interested in art before moving to the East End?  And how did your relationship with the 
YBA's materialise in the 1990s?

YYes, as working with Corbin and King drew my interest. Then, when I lived in the east, I met a lot of the new 
generation and hosted dinners for the young galleries at the Rivington grill.

Your partying with the YBAs is well documented.  Artists were known to sleep in the restaurant after 
a particularly good night.  Any stories, and how do you let your hair down now?  

Well, now they have to travel to Dorset to do that. 

Tracey Emin has said you taught her how to enjoy food when you used to lunch together most 
weekends.  Did you succeed in teaching her to cook?
  
I tried, and she's keen and still often calls for a bit of friendly culinary advice.

Exchanging food for art was a regular occurrence in your early restaurant days. What is the most 
treasured piece you received through barter, and is there a piece you wish you had?

Oh, there are many and very eclectic, and I rehang and swap and change them accordingly.

You have amassed quite an art collection over the years. Can you tell us about some of the pieces you 
own? 

II try to collect art from artists I know and have become friends with. An early purchase was a black-and-white 1960s 
Bridget Riley which I love. It's untitled, and Bridget refers to it as ‘the slug’.

1 Lombard Street is a beautiful restaurant which you are now food and beverage director of.  Have you 
brought with you some of your art collection from previous restaurants?  

Well, yes, and that's my new showing and viewing space, so we have carefully chosen pieces for the space to give it 
a new feel and look.  And we have recreated Mark's bar, which was a famous drinking haunt below my HIX Soho site 
and will be a new city favourite. Sadly lockdown hit, but we have that to look forward to.

DisplayingDisplaying so much art in public places must be fraught with danger. Have you had any damages or 
theft? 

I've been lucky and, touch wood, only a few damages occurred due to staff and cleaners, especially with neon pieces.
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Where do you like to view art away 
from your collections? 

I always went to new gallery openings, 
especially if I knew the artist and was 
involved in the after-show dinner.

TheThe Cock and Bull (Damien Hirst) at 
Tramshed was one of the most 
Instagrammed artworks – where is it 
now? 

Damien now has it in a safe place! 

OneOne of your eldest daughters, Lydia, 
has inherited your love of art.  Do you 
have any plans to exhibit her work?  

YYes, several, and she's really busy selling, 
which is fantastic, and when it all goes back 
to normal, I have a show up my sleeve with 
a famous photographer, a photo and 
illustration exhibition in black and white of 
my local fishermen.

AreAre there any emerging artists you like 
who should be on our radar? 

Well, the Hix Award always threw up lots of 
interesting emerging artists, and I have 
plans to recreate it in Dorset.

WWe got a glimpse of the refurb taking 
place at your new venture, The Fox Inn, 
which looks fabulous. What inspired 
you to open during the pandemic, and 
what art will you be displaying? 

ItIt was virtually handed to me on a plate and 
works perfectly as an inland contrast to The 
Oyster & Fish House, and I've scattered 
various pieces from the London restaurants 
and will be hanging pieces in the guest 
rooms when I eventually get in some income 
to refurb and create them on the pub’s 
grgrounds.

We heard a rumour that Basil Brush has 
taken a liking to The Fox bar… Can 
you confirm this? 

Haha, yes, I created a fox room with 
taxidermy and various paintings and 
illustrations in there, and an eBay purchase 
of Basil has pride of place in the corner. 

AfterAfter such a difficult few months, what 
did it mean to you to be able to open 
The Oyster & Fish House in Lyme 
Regis? 

Well, getting that back after such a bad time 
was a real sense of fulfilment, and somehow 
a feeling of 'it was meant to be'.

Lorem Ipsum



In response to the pandemic, you went back to your Dorset roots and opened the incredibly 
well-received HIX Oyster & Fish Truck. How did this come about, and will you keep it open when 
restrictions are lifted?  

Oh yes, it was my saving grace when I had no restaurants or job, and again it was an eBay purchase while downing 
a bottle of wine and looking at the sea from my living room. I decided to support the local fishermen and sell wet 
fish and snacks with the bycatch, and I'm going to keep it going as it's become a bit of a cult stop off for fish lovers.

YYou have embraced people’s increasing passion for cooking during lockdown by launching HIX at 
Home and Mark's Bar at Home. Can you tell us more about these?

When there was no business to run apart from the truck, I didn't just want to sit on my arse and wait for something 
to happen, so sharing my passion for food and drink was an obvious thing to do and inspiring selling fish boxes with 
a provenance.

Talking about lockdown cooking, we loved the videos your daughter Isla filmed of you for Instagram. 
Has she caught the cooking bug?

IslaIsla is a bit of a foodie and loves getting involved in the kitchen and garden and helping out on the truck. She has a 
great creative spirit and is a wonderful musician. She will go far, we reckon.

We heard that you have quite a collection of Gluggle Jugs. What is it about them that brings out your 
inner magpie?

Haha, my Gran used to have a green one which I didn't take much notice of, but being a collector and hoarder, I 
realised the beauty of them and started collecting them, and every time I saw a different one, I nabbed it.

What's next? 

TheThe Oyster & Fish House in Lyme Regis and my pub, The Fox Inn at Corscombe, will be my primary focus. I will 
carry on with the Fish Truck on certain days, my time permitting. I'm back doing what I'm best at and, all being well, 
it's going to be good.


